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• For most IAFF members, being involved in politics was 
not the job you signed up for.

• Every decision made about our work lives is made by 
someone who was elected to office or appointed 
by someone elected.

Politics is a tool that we can and must use 
to improve the lives of our members.

Why Politics?
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1. Be politically savvy and skillful. This will make your 
support a must-have for local elected officials and give you 
more access to those decision-makers.

2. Use the legislative process. Talk to your elected officials 
about your issues, identify those that are open to 
persuasion, and find ways to make your issues relatable to 
them.

Getting Involved
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3. Get community validators to back you up. With the 
right pressure applied to the right leaders, the solution to 
your issue can sometimes be found without going the 
electoral route, which involves much more time, effort and 
money.

4. Engage in electoral politics to change who makes the 
decisions. If the legislative route fails, use electoral 
politics to change who makes decisions about your issues. 

Getting Involved
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1. Be politically savvy and skillful. 
2. Use the legislative process. 
3. Get community validators to back you up.
4. Engage in electoral politics to change who makes the 

decisions.

Get Involved!
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• Be present. Attend meetings, get to know people, speak 
up, have an online presence.

• Map social networks. Map your knowledge of who knows 
who to understand the connections and flow of resources. 

• Deliver an audience. Turn people out for events – political 
leaders need people to speak to.

Be Politically Savvy and Skillful
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• Learn to Ask for Money. Money is vital for political 
campaigns. Learn how to make the ask.

• Deliver Key Donations. Be seen as a source of 
contributions for campaigns; this makes you someone the 
candidates need to have on their team.

Be Politically Savvy and Skillful
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• Know the Terrain and Voter File Data. Study the 
geographic boundaries of the relevant districts in your area. 
Know which neighborhoods are represented by which 
officials and the election results from those areas. 

• Know Your Neighbors. Hear different points of view and 
be able to provide information to leaders about how they 
and their policies are seen.

Be Politically Savvy and Skillful
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• Become a Trusted Information Source to People in 
Your Networks. Share information in a way that boosts 
your credibility and helps allies. Just don’t gossip.

• Cut Through the Complications – Learn the Processes 
and Regulations. Learn the rules on voter registration, 
early voting, campaign finance, etc. and be a resource.

Be Politically Savvy and Skillful
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• Deliver Petition Signatures. Helping in this crucial 
moment to make sure your measure or supported 
candidate gets on the ballot can increase your credibility.

• Learn All Elements of the Campaign. Understand how 
the money, message, organizing, and get-out-the-vote 
functions work. 

Be Politically Savvy and Skillful
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• Train and Lead Volunteers. By training and leading 
volunteers in effective action, you help the campaign meet 
their goals.

• Get Elected to Office. At a certain point, the skills you 
hone will make you a viable candidate for office. It’s not 
always the right step, but you may find that you can 
advance the issues better yourself than through other 
people.

Be Politically Savvy and Skillful
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1. Be politically savvy and skillful. 
2. Use the legislative process. 
3. Get community validators to back you up.
4. Engage in electoral politics to change who makes the 

decisions.

Get Involved!
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• Campaigns are expensive. Try making changes through 
the legislative process or other avenues. 

• Be flexible. Change doesn’t happen overnight. 

• Keep messaging consistent. Have clear messaging and 
ensure members are delivering the same message.

• Raise awareness and advocate on policy goals. 

Use the Legislative Process
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• Know your issues. Set a legislative agenda, know how 
much your asks cost, who’s best person or agency to 
deliver. 

• Know your elected officials. Schedule meetings with 
your elected officials, bring them information to educate 
them, and bring a few members with you to show strength 
in numbers. 

Use the Legislative Process
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• Prioritize your needs. Identify what you are asking for, 
articulate your argument, have data to back up, use 
personal stories.  

Use the Legislative Process
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1. Be politically savvy and skillful. 
2. Use the legislative process. 
3. Get community validators to back you up.
4. Engage in electoral politics to change who makes the 

decisions.

Get Involved!
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• Keep a social media presence. Don’t rely on social 
media to communicate your issues when you need 
something from your community. Post about your 
community events, big fires, feel good stuff, profile 
members, etc.

• Be a spokesperson. Have consistent messages so your 
validators know your talking points when they’re speaking 
on your behalf.

Use Community Validators
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• Attend community events and meetings. Be visible in 
the community and stay involved. Keep up with local news, 
showcase your softball games on social media, make your 
presence in the community known. 

• Be a good ally. Attend labor events, community 
roundtables, find out how to can help each other to achieve 
your goals. You don’t only want to use people when you 
need them. 

Use Community Validators
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1. Be politically savvy and skillful. 
2. Use the legislative process. 
3. Get community validators to back you up.
4. Engage in electoral politics to change who makes the 

decisions.

Get Involved!
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• You should care about electoral campaigns. Everyone 
who makes decisions about our profession is an elected 
official or answers to one.

• Campaigns are different from politics or 
lobbying. Campaigns allow you to spend time 
communicating with voters to inform them of your issue and 
why they should care.

Electoral Campaigns
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• Campaigns are focused on changing how 
people vote in elections and getting them to support 
your issue.

• It is your job to inform the voter of how the issue 
and/or candidate being elected affects them. You must 
sway more voters to your side than your opponent does. 
And once you’ve persuaded them, you must plan a path to 
ensure the voter goes out for you or your issue.

Electoral Campaigns
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• Working on campaigns is a practice in resource 
management. Communicating about your issue or 
candidate, persuading voters and creating plans of action 
all require a lot of time, money and worker time.

Electoral Campaigns
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There are four main steps in an electoral campaign:
1. Research

2. Plan

3. Gather Resources

4. Deploy Resources

Once you have your team and plan in place, make sure to 
stay consistent yet flexible. Goals may change but the 
IAFF is available to help along every step of the way!

Electoral Campaigns
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The IAFF Political Department has sample campaign 
documents and guides to help you get started including a:

• Campaign Plan with everything you need to get started and think 
about before you even file your paperwork.

• Finance Plan including how to fundraise for your campaign and 
sample budget.

Electoral Campaigns

https://www.iaff.org/local-electoral-campaigns/#campaign-guides
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• Communications Plan including how to develop messaging, 
sample events to communicate around, and the difference 
between earned and social media. 

• Field Plan with how to calculate your vote goal and win 
number, and how to recruit members and volunteers.

Electoral Campaigns
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What kind of campaigns do our members engage in?
• Candidate

• Candidate campaigns
• IAFF members running for office

• Local Ballot Measures
• Proposition
• Amendment
• Referendum
• Initiative

• Independent Expenditures

Electoral Campaigns
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Supporting Candidate Campaigns

• Questionnaires are a good way for your local to become familiar 
with the candidate and their views.

• Financial contributions are a good way to show your support.

• Volunteer on their campaign, knock doors, make phone calls.

Candidate Campaigns
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IAFF Members Running for Office.

• Evaluate what it will take to run a successful campaign. 
Running for office is a lot of work – we want you to win!

• IAFF members and their immediate family members 
running for publicly elected office are eligible to request a 
FIREPAC contribution.

Candidate Campaigns
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• A ballot measure is a law, question or issue to be 
approved or rejected by voters. 

• Ballot measures can also be referred to as 
propositions, questions, referendums, amendments and 
initiatives.

• Proposition: A ballot proposition is a new piece of proposed 
legislation to be approved or rejected by voters. It is sometimes 
referred to as a ballot measure or question.

Local Ballot Measures
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• Amendment: A proposal to repeal or change existing laws 
or constitutional amendments to be approved or rejected by 
voters.

• Referendum: Voters decide whether to approve or 
disapprove a law passed by the local legislative body (city 
council, commissioners, etc.). If disapproved, the law does 
not go into effect.

Local Ballot Measures
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• Initiative: Citizens propose a new law, which becomes 
effective if voters approve. That new law could 
be an amendment to the charter or a new city ordinance.

• Before you start the ballot measure process, make sure 
to check if this kind of measure has been brought to 
the ballot previously.

Local Ballot Measures
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• Check not only your local jurisdiction but also 
statewide. You will want to find out if the measure or a 
similar measure has been brought to the voters before to 
lower your chances of facing a legal challenge.

• Challenges can be brought from entities around the 
state and can be based on similar measures.

Local Ballot Measures
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• While searching for similar ballot measures across the 
state, look for language from previous ballot 
measures to use on your measure that have proven 
successful and withstood legal challenge.

• The best way to make sure you are 
successful and meet all requirements is to consult with 
a lawyer who specializes in ballot measures in your 
state.

Local Ballot Measures
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Before you launch a ballot measure campaign, ask the 
following questions:

• What are you trying to achieve and for what purpose (what are 
you trying to get passed)?

• When do you need to run the ballot measure?

• What election do you want to target for your ballot measure? 
(e.g., primary, general, presidential, municipal, special)?

Local Ballot Measures
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• Can this be done by passing legislation at the state, county, city 
or fire district level without running a ballot measure?

• What do you need to amend? A state constitution, city charter, fire 
board regulation? Is it a combination?

• What would the title and summary of the initiative look like and 
would that guarantee your goal of running this ballot measure as 
written?

Local Ballot Measures
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• Who puts together the official petition?

• How many signatures do you need?

• When are signatures due? Are they due all together or in 
batches?

• Who can circulate petitions?

Local Ballot Measures
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The purpose of the Political Referendum Operations 
Partnership (PROP) Fund is to provide interest-free loans to 
assist state or provincial associations and local affiliates in 
campaigns related to referenda, ballot initiatives, and 
Constitutional or charter amendments.

• Notify your DVP

• Apply with your E-board

• Work with IAFF Political Department

PROP Fund
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• An independent expenditure campaign or IE 
campaign is a political campaign that is not made in 
cooperation or consultation with the candidate or issue you 
support or oppose.

• IEs are not contributions to a campaign or issue.

• Your ability to lead an IE depends on your local or state’s 
municipal campaign finance laws. 

• Not every jurisdiction permits an IE campaign.

Independent Expenditures
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Before you start an IE, evaluate what resources your 
local has to give to the existing candidate or issue campaign. 

• For example, if your local does not have a lot of money but plenty 
of eager volunteers, it might be best and more efficient to 
send your members to the existing campaign. 

• If you have a lot of money and a specific message that will assist 
your specific objective, then starting an IE may be best.

Independent Expenditures
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PACs
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• There are several requirements that you must meet to 
ensure you are legally compliant to run an IE campaign.

• You should meet with a lawyer before starting an IE 
campaign to make sure you meet all requirements and are 
doing everything lawfully.

Independent Expenditures
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1. Political Training Academy
2. State Political Training Academy
3. Other Training

Get Informed!
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• The IAFF Political Department is committed to providing 
high-quality training programs to our members in order to 
strengthen their political skills. 

• All workshops provided in the IAFF trainings are designed 
to be interactive and engage our affiliates. 

• Workshops are delivered by trained instructors and 
experts who have experience on all aspects of running a 
successful campaign.

Training
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• A. Michael Mullane Political Training Academy educates 
and assists campaign veterans and political newcomers 
alike on how to run for elected office, manage a political 
campaign or direct an affiliate’s political action program.

• IAFF members or family members running for public office, 
managing a campaign or implementing a political program 
for an IAFF local are encouraged to apply.

• Includes classroom seminars, small-group skill practice 
sessions and a full campaign simulation.

Political Training Academy (PTA)
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• Developing an Effective 
Campaign Plan

• Targeting Voters

• Recruiting Volunteers

• Mastering Polling

• Fundraising and Budgeting

• Developing an Effective 
Message

• Working With the Press

• Getting Out the Vote

• Complying With Campaign 
Finance Laws

PTA Topics
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1. Political Training Academy
2. State Political Training Academy
3. Other Training

Get Informed!
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We’ve taken core elements of PTA and developed the two-
day IAFF State/Provincial Elections and Political Capacity 
Development Program.

State PTA
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The goals for State PTA are:

• To provide members modern and up-to-date campaign skills, 
building a network of local leaders capable of managing small-
scale local campaigns or playing key roles in larger 
state/provincial wide efforts.

• To enhance, and where absent build, increased political 
campaign capacity and structures in the state/provincial 
associations.

State PTA
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• How to calculate your vote and 
win goal

• Research and messaging

• Writing a field plan

• How to use a voter file and 
voter contact basics

• Engaging members with your 
campaign

• Recruit and Manage Volunteers

• Managing a Get Out The Vote 
program

• Campaign finance laws tailored 
to the specific state

• Budgeting and fundraising

• How to manage a direct mail 
program

State PTA Topics
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1. Political Training Academy
2. State Political Training Academy
3. Other Training

Get Informed!
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• Affiliate Leadership Training Summit (ALTS). The IAFF 
Political Department normally offers many one-off classes 
at the annual ALTS conference.

• Partnership Education Program (PEP). State and district-
level PEP deliveries sometimes include political modules. 
To see if upcoming PEPs in your area offer political 
components, please visit the IAFF Partnership Education 
Program page.

Other Training

https://www.iaff.org/pep/#events
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For more information or to access all the information in 
today’s presentation, please visit the IAFF dashboard and 
click the “Politics & Legislative” section and check out our 
links.  

• Email politics@iaff.org or contact Tim Dupin at tdupin@iaff.org.

• Request Assistance: https://www.iaff.org/request-assistance-
from-the-iaff-political-department/

Contact Us

mailto:politics@iaff.org
mailto:tdupin@iaff.org
https://www.iaff.org/request-assistance-from-the-iaff-political-department/
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Win an Apple iPad!
• Submit your workshop and overall evaluations to be automatically entered in 

two drawings for a new Apple iPad!
• Complete your evaluations using the IAFF Frontline App:

1. Open the Frontline App and click on the “   … ” symbol in the top left 
corner by the logo

2. Select “sign in” and login with your iaff.org username
3. Click the “Events” icon and select ALTS & Human Relation Conference
4. Select “Sessions” and click on the workshops you attended
5. Click “Evaluation”
6. Complete the evaluation
7. Click “Submit”

Winners will be 
announced 

February 11, 2022
For the overall evaluation, follow steps 1, 2 and 3
Then click “Event Evaluation”, located in the event’s 
Dashboard.
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